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a b s t r a c t
This study presents the design, fabrication, and testing of a novel capacitive type CMOS-MEMS tactile
sensor with vertically integrated sensing structures for enhancing sensitivity, and discretized sensing
array design for inhibiting residual stress warpage. The proposed type tactile sensor utilizes polymer
buffer above the sensor and polymer ﬁll-in between the vertically integrated sensing structures as force
transmission layers. This enables effective force loading onto the sensor, and more importantly, simultaneous deformation of the two vertically integrated sensing structures during force loading, thereby
guaranteeing an increase in sensitivity. The enhancement in sensitivity of the proposed tactile sensor
was demonstrated to be achieved under the same footprint area. To mitigate warpage issues that may
occur due to thin ﬁlm residual stresses, the sensor was discretized into arrays of separate sensing units.
Sensing units are electrically connected in a parallel fashion to ensure maximum capacitance signal. As
compared to a reference tactile sensor with conventional sensing electrodes, the proposed design showed
a near 1.3-fold enhancement in sensitivity. Measurements also indicate the 5 × 5 array design could tolerate the inﬂuence of residual stress. Additionally, effect of operating temperature on initial capacitance
(temperature coefﬁcient of offset, TCO) and capacitance change signal during force loadings (temperature
coefﬁcient of sensitivity, TCS) were investigated for both the reference and proposed type tactile sensors.
© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Tactile sensors are widely utilized in various ﬁelds, such as in
consumer electronics, robotics industry, or in medical applications.
For example, tactile sensors have been utilized as control interfaces for consumer electronics as in functions keys in earbuds [1];
tactile sensors can also be incorporated onto robotics to enable
tactile sensing capabilities which, by providing additional sensing
information, achieve enhancement in performance through force
sensing or even slippage, hardness, topography, and imaging [3,4].
Moreover, tactile sensors can be integrated onto medical tools for
minimal invasive surgeries such as laparoscopy to provide, on top of
traditional imaging techniques, tactile information that may beneﬁt surgery quality and safety [5]. In these applications, the pursuit
of further miniaturization and cost reduction has paved way for
micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS) tactile sensors, which,
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due to the batch micromachining fabrication techniques, possess
these much-required beneﬁts.
Capacitive sensing is regarded as a promising approach for
MEMS tactile sensors [6–13]. Various sensing mechanisms such
as gap-closing [6–12], area-changing [9], or fringing effect [13]
have been employed for capacitive tactile sensors. Since the gapclosing sensing mechanism has the advantages of high sensitivity
and relatively ease of fabrication, it has been extensively applied
in capacitive tactile sensors. Many approaches have been reported
to further enhance the sensitivity of the gap-closing tactile sensors
[8,7–12]. For example, material ﬁll-ins with different mechanical
properties were investigated to improve the sensitivity of gapclosing tactile sensor [8,9]. By varying the dielectric constant and
stiffness of gap-closing tactile sensor using ﬁll-ins, the sensitivity
can be modulated. Moreover, many different structural designs,
such as nano-needles, pyramids, or escape outlets, were also presented to improve the sensitivity of gap-closing tactile sensor
[10,7–12]. When compared to completely ﬁlled in gaps, these structural designs can enable the released electrode to more easily
deform, hence achieving higher sensitivities. To vertically integrate
multiple sensing electrodes (in parallel) is a simple approach to
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is comprised of three vertically integrated structures with polymer
ﬁlled in between, and conﬁgured in an array form with discretized
sensing units. The vertically integrated structure is consisted of
the dielectric and metal layers. The metal layers (M1, M3, and M5
in Fig. 1) embedded in the dielectric ﬁlms serve as the sensing
electrodes. The top and middle structures are deformable square
plates with four edges clamped (except at the etching release
holes). The bottom structure, which serves as the ﬁxed electrode,
is fully anchored to the substrate. The polymer ﬁll-in between
vertically integrated structures is exploited to transmit the tactile
load between these layers. In comparison, the conventional capacitive type tactile sensors typically adopt a double-sensing-electrode
design with only a single deformable layer. Under tactile loadings,
with the polymer ﬁll-in present for force transmitting, the top and
middle structures will be deformed simultaneously, thereby changing the two gap distances between the three sensing electrodes.
Force sensing is then carried out by the gap-closing induced capacitive signal. Note the initial gaps between sensing electrodes are
determined by the thicknesses of sacriﬁcial metal layers (M2 and
M4 in Fig. 1). Thus, the thicknesses of sensing gaps are constrained
by the design rules of TSMC. This study discretizes the single sensing
element into array type sensing units while having the same chip
size. The array type design could reduce the size of suspended structures for each sensing elements, and further reduce their initial
deﬂection amplitudes resulted from the thin ﬁlm residual stresses
[19,20]. Thus, the contact or stiction of sensing electrodes and the
signiﬁcant change of sensing gap due to the warpage of the suspended structures can be prevented. The sensing signal of each unit
can be combined through electrical routings. As depicted in both
the top and cross section views, the metal connections (in light blue
color) serve to electrically route the capacitance signals of discrete
sensing units for summation. A chip with 5 × 5 tactile sensing array
is used as an example in Fig. 2 to show the architecture of the presented design. Moreover, the holes for etching release of sacriﬁcial
metals that are ﬁlled with polymer are also depicted in the ﬁgure.
Fig. 3a further illustrates the working principle of the proposed
vertically integrated three sensing electrodes. For comparison, the
conventional design with two sensing electrodes is also displayed.
An individual sensing unit within the array is employed as an example, and the cross section schematics are shown. The two gaps in
between the electrodes are initially at heights of h0 and the two
pairs of capacitors have initial capacitances of C0 . When external
force is applied, the polymer buffer and ﬁll-in act as force transmission layers which allow for simultaneous deformation of the
released structures, resulting in a reduction in initial gap heights
between the electrodes. Therefore, the initial gap heights h0 at the
center of the sensing electrodes are respectively reduced to h1 and
h2 and capacitance changes of C1 and C2 are induced from the
two pairs of capacitors. As shown in the electrical model in Fig. 3b,
the induced capacitance changes can then be summed through a
parallel conﬁguration of the sensing electrodes, and hence the net
capacitance change of each sensing unit Cunit is expressed as,

Fig. 1. Layer stacking for the TSMC 0.18 m 1P6M CMOS process.

increase the sensing capacitance of the gap-closing tactile sensors.
However, the stacking of thin ﬁlm layers is required for realizing
multiple sensing electrodes and the complicated electrical routing
needed poses fabrication issues. In addition, the force transmission
between different sensing layers is still another design concern.
The complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) processes have been developed for more than a few decades, and are
mature fabrication technologies to date. Many standard CMOS processes are available in commercial foundries, for example, the TSMC
(Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co.) 0.18 m 1P6M (one
poly and six metal layers) CMOS process shown in Fig. 1. Such a
standard CMOS process offers many dielectric and metal layers on
top of the Si substrate, and provides connecting vias to electrically
connect between layers. The monolithic integration of suspended
MEMS structures for various applications have been demonstrated
in [2,7,8,14–16]. Thus, the CMOS process is a promising approach
to vertically integrate multiple sensing electrodes (in parallel) to
enhance the sensing capacitance of the gap-closing tactile sensor.
Extended from the approach in [17], this study leverages the fabrication advantages of the CMOS process to realize a gap-closing
capacitive tactile sensor with multiple vertically integrated sensing
electrodes in an array to achieve enhancements in sensitivity performance. The proposed sensor includes three layers of vertically
integrated sensing electrodes, and these sensing electrodes were
then conﬁgured in a parallel fashion utilizing the electrical routing
capabilities of the CMOS process. In addition, the molding process
is employed to fabricate polymer buffer and polymer ﬁll-in layers
for transmitting force between layers. Moreover, this study also
presents the array type tactile sensing elements design for inhibiting residual stress warpage of the suspended MEMS structures.
2. Design concepts and principles

Cunit = C1 + C2

Based on the available layers for the TSMC standard 0.18 m
1P6M CMOS process shown in Fig. 1, this study presents the tactile sensor design illustrated in Fig. 2. As displayed in Fig. 2a, the
proposed tactile sensor consists of a CMOS sensing chip, a polymer
buffer, and a glass bump. The tactile force to be detected will be
applied on the rigid glass bump which serves as the force contact
interface (tactile bump). An intermediate ﬂexible polymer buffer is
used to help transmit the load from the rigid glass bump to the
deformable thin ﬁlm structures of each sensing element on the
CMOS chip, thus leading to changes of the sensing gaps. Also, this
polymer buffer acts as a protection layer to the fragile thin ﬁlm
structures on the CMOS chip. As shown in Fig. 2b, the tactile sensor

Note that in this proposed design, the top electrode will have
a larger deformation than that of the middle electrode, guaranteeing an increase in capacitance change for both sensing pairs during
external loads, or in other words h1 < h0 and h2 < h0 . Thus, both
sensing pairs can contribute positively to the enhancement of the
capacitive signal. As compared to the reference type (double sensing electrodes) with central gap height reduced from h0 to h3 by
the tactile load, the proposed design induces a larger capacitance
change (C1 +C2 >C3 ), and thus a sensitivity enhancement.
Moreover, no additional sensor footprint is required due to the vertical integration of sensing electrodes. The capacitance changes of
individual sensing units within the array, Cunit , can be further
2
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Fig. 2. (a) Cross section and exploded view of the sensor components, (b) schematic of the proposed tactile sensor in isometric view, top view, and cross-sectional view.

model (with in-plane dimensions of 1000 × 1000 m2 ) includes
the glass bump, the polymer buffer, and the sensing die (containing 5 × 5 sensing units with total footprint of 630 × 630 m2 ). In
addition, the FEM model of each sensing unit consists the metal and
dielectric layers, the silicon substrate, and the polymer ﬁll-in, and a
Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic material model (C10 = 0.0625 MPa, C01
= 0.1 MPa) was incorporated to represent the polymer employed
[21]. After applying uniform distributed load on the glass bump,
the deﬂection proﬁles of suspended structures with embedded
sensing electrodes are predicted by the FEM simulation. Simulation results in Fig. 4b depict the typical central gap heights h1 , h2 ,
and h3 (also indicated in Fig. 3a) of deformable structures varying with different uniform distributed loads. Such typical results
are determined from the center sensing unit of the 5 × 5 array.
Note the variation of deformation between sensing units of the
array is tiny (approximately two orders of magnitude smaller). As
the force increases, reductions in central gap heights, from an initial value h0 of 0.53 m, can be observed across all three gaps of
both tactile sensors as the released structures gradually deform.
Due to the nonlinear behavior of the hyperelastic model incorporated for the polymer ﬁll-in, the change in gap height saturates for

summed with a parallel conﬁguration to obtain the total capacitance change, Ceffective , of the proposed tactile sensor as,
Ceffective = n × Cunit

(2)

Where n is the total sensing elements in the array. Considering the
complicated electrical routing and layer stacking required due to
the vertical integration and discretized array, the multiple beneﬁts
of the standard CMOS platform was leveraged to fabricate the tactile sensors in this study. By using the 5 × 5 array type tactile sensor
shown in Fig. 2 as an example, each sensing unit will require three
vertically stacked metal electrodes. Thus, the tactile sensor array
has totally 75 sensing metal electrodes. These 75 sensing metal
electrodes must be electrically connected to form a parallel conﬁguration to ensure the maximum capacitance readout. Therefore, the
CMOS platform with its exceptional routing capabilities and multistacked metal and dielectric layers provides a simple solution to
realize the proposed designs.
Finite element method (FEM) analysis by using the commercial FEM software (COMSOL Multiphysics® ) was conducted as a
preliminary evaluation of the effects of the proposed design, and
the results are shown in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4a, the simulation
3
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Fig. 3. (a) The single sensing unit deforming schematics of the working principle for the proposed and reference type tactile sensors, and (b) the electrical model for a single
sensing unit and array conﬁgured proposed type tactile sensor.

all three gaps. Simulation results in Fig. 4c further present the total
capacitance changes (from 25 sensing units) of the proposed and
reference tactile sensors at different loads. The results show a gradual increase in capacitance signal as the membrane is deformed
and gaps between sensing electrodes are decreased. As the gap
change gradually saturates as shown in Fig. 4b, the capacitance signal also saturates. Note that the cause of this signal nonlinearity
differs from gap-changing capacitive sensors with air in between
the sensing electrodes. The results show a less than 1 % nonlinearity for the proposed design within the loading range (15 N) of the
humanoid robotics applications [18]. More importantly, in comparison with the reference design, the proposed one increased the
sensitivity (capacitance change/force) by around 1.5-fold. In conclusion, under the loading range of 15 N, the proposed design can
increase sensitivity performance while maintaining a linear capacitance response.

3. Fabrication and results
Fig. 5 shows the fabrication process of the proposed sensor.
Fig. 5a displays the chip fabricated by the TSMC 0.18 m 1P6M
standard CMOS process. The metal and dielectric oxide layers,
connecting vias, and silicon substrate are depicted in the ﬁgure.
After the chip preparation by the foundry, post fabrication steps
which include metal wet etching, laser pad opening, wire bonding, and polymer molding processes followed. This study designed
two types of test keys. The ﬁrst type is to monitor the respective wet etching of the two sacriﬁcial metal layers (M2, and M4),
and the other is to monitor the presence of the sensing electrodes
layers (M3 and M5). Since the metal layer is covered by the transparent silicon dioxide layers, the etching status as well as the
sensing electrodes can be observed by the microscope. Fig. 5b illustrates the metal wet etching process. In this step, the vertically
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Fig. 4. (a) Simulation model and the simulation results of (b) the central gap height, and (c) the overall capacitance change under force loadings for the proposed and reference
types.

siloxane (Dow Corning® SYLGARD PDMS 184, curing ratio 10:1) is
employed. The metal mold was placed on the PCB to deﬁne the
height and shape of the molded PDMS. Before curing, the PDMS
was placed in a vacuum chamber to ensure the air bubbles are not
trapped within the sensing structures. Then, the PDMS is cured at
120◦ C for 30 min. The typical fabricated tactile sensor has a polymer buffer thickness of 200 ± 10 m. After curing, the bulk glass
was assembled to serve as the tactile bump for the presented sensor.

integrated structures and individual sensing units of the tactile
sensor were deﬁned and released, and the embedded metal sensing electrodes were protected with silicon dioxide dielectric layers
[22]. Following the metal wet etching, laser machining was utilized to remove the silicon dioxide layer to expose pads for wire
bonding. As shown in Fig. 5c, the wire bonding and epoxy protection processes were then performed on the printed circuit board
(PCB). The polymer molding process was used to encapsulate the
sensing chip, as illustrated in Fig. 5d. In this study, polydimethyl5
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Fig. 5. Schematic illustrations of the proposed fabrication process from the B-B’ cross-section view.

Fig. 6 shows the optical microscope (OM), scanning electron
microscope (SEM) and focused ion beam (FIB) images of the sensing die before and after metal wet etching (in Fig. 5a and b). The left
micrographs in Fig. 6a shows the typical chips prepared by TSMC.
Four arrays of tactile sensors and their electrical routings, bonding
pads, and etching release holes are observed from each of the two
sensing chips. The ﬁrst chip contains the proposed and reference
type tactile sensor to be measured for sensitivity comparison, and
the other chip contains the warpage test keys to verify the warpage
conditions. Furthermore, the two sensing chips each contain one of
the two types of test keys. The alignment marks (metal layer) were
designed to assist the following bump assembly process. The right
micrograph in Fig. 6a displays the TSMC chips after the metal wet
etching and laser trimming (as illustrated in Fig. 5b). It shows the
etching release test keys has turned transparent, indicating that the

sacriﬁcial metal layers embedded in between dielectric layers are
fully removed. Also, the sensing electrode test keys remained dark,
meaning the sensing electrodes have not been attacked. Moreover,
the layers inside the etching release holes are removed after the
metal wet etching. The nine pads, as indicated by its blackened
color, are exposed by laser-machining for wire bonding. The SEM
micrographs in Fig. 6b display etching release holes in between
sensing units, and the zoom-in micrograph indicates that the layers inside the hole are removed. Micrographs in Fig. 6c exhibit cross
sections of the proposed and reference sensing units prepared by
the FIB. The ion beam cut at the center of a sensing unit structure
reveals the stacked electrodes and their sensing gaps. For the proposed design shown in the left micrograph, the M1, M3 and M5
layers acting as three capacitive sensing electrodes are observed,
and the sensing gaps deﬁned after removing M2 and M4 layers can
6
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Fig. 6. (a) The OM photos of the overall sensing chips before and after metal etching/laser opening, (b) the SEM micrographs of the tactile sensor array and etching hole zoom
in after metal wet etching process, and (c) the FIB micrographs of the released sensing structures with visible sensing gap, metal electrodes, and dielectric layers.

also be seen. The reference design shown in the right micrograph
depicts the M3 and M5 electrode layers and their sensing gap. Moreover, the dielectric (silicon dioxide) layers in the lighter shade of
gray are also presented in both designs which served to protect the
sensing electrodes during the metal wet etching process. Micrographs in Fig. 7 show the sensing die after wire bonding, polymer
molding, and bump assembly (in Fig. 5c and d). Fig. 7a depicts the
chip on PCB after wire bonding and epoxy protection processes

(in Fig. 5c). Finally, micrographs in Fig. 7b display the polymerencapsulated chip and wires, and a glass bump is also assembled
on the tactile sensing array for testing (associated with the process
in Fig. 5d). The rubber O-ring is placed around the sensor to prevent leakage of polymer during molding. The zoom-in micrograph
in Fig. 7c shows the 500 m thick glass bump with planar size of
1000 × 1000 m2 .

7
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Fig. 7. (a) Overview and zoom-in of the sensor after wire bonding and wire epoxy protection, (b) overview and zoom-in of the sensor after polymer molding with glass bump
attached, (c) zoom-in of glass bumps used as contact interface during force loadings.

4. Measurement and results

4.1. Discretized array evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the sensor, several experiments
have been conducted. Firstly, to verify the arrayed sensing unit
design, proposed types in 3 × 3 – 5 × 5 array conﬁgurations are
compared. Moreover, force responses of both proposed and reference tactile sensor arrays (5 × 5) are performed for comparison.
Note that the reference and proposed designs have identical footprints, sensing unit sizes, gap distances and polymer ﬁll-ins, to
establish a fair comparison of sensitivities and sensing ranges.
Lastly, due to the employment of polymer, thermal inﬂuences on
performances of the reference and proposed types have been evaluated.

The warpage characterization was carried out with a 3D optical
surface proﬁler (Zygo® NexviewTM NX2) on the released structures
(top and middle) of the proposed type tactile sensor in 4 × 4 and
5 × 5 array conﬁgurations and for the top structure of the 3 × 3
array. As illustrated in Table 1, test keys were fabricated for the
characterization of the top and middle suspended structures. The
sensor footprints for both conﬁgurations have been ﬁxed at 630
× 630 m2 (as shown in Fig. 6a), and possesses individual sensing units with in-plane dimensions of 167 × 167 m2 (for 3 × 3
array), 125 × 125 m2 (for 4 × 4 array) and 100 × 100 m2 (for 5
× 5 array). Thus the total sensing area for each array conﬁgurations
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Table 1
Summarized warpage proﬁle measurements of the top and middle structures for the proposed type tactile sensor in differing array conﬁgurations.

have also been ﬁxed. The measured warpage proﬁles for the top
and middle released structures are presented in Table 1. Results
show that by reducing the sensing unit size within the array, the
warpage of the membranes can be effectively inhibited for both the
middle and the top structure. Note that the thicknesses of middle
and top structures are respectively 2.23 m and 5.63 m. Thus,
for the 4 × 4 array, the 0.41 m warpage of the middle structure nearly exceeds the initial gap distance of 0.53 m, which may
create contact issues right after the releasing process. The middle
structure warpage for the 3 × 3 array was unable to be measured
due to consistent failures during the releasing process. In summary,
the proposed discretized array design could reduce the degree of
warpage to improve the process yield and maintain the required
gap size for sensing electrodes.

4.2. Vertically stacked design evaluation
The measurement setup in Fig. 8 was established to characterize
the force response of the proposed type and reference type tactile sensor. The device-under-test (DUT) was placed on top of a
z-axis micro control stage and connected to a commercially available capacitance readout circuit (AD7745/46). A micro force gauge
with a resolution of 10 mN and capacity of 50 N is attached to the
loading probe and placed directly above the DUT. As can be seen
from the zoom-in micrograph in Fig. 8, the loading probe on the
force gauge is larger than the glass bump of the DUT, ensuring a
uniform distributed load applied on the tactile sensor array. During
measurement, the tactile load is speciﬁed by the displacement of
z-axis stage through the controller, meanwhile the capacitance sig-
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Fig. 8. Measurement setup for characterizing force response of tactile sensors with zoom-in of force loading probe and DUT.

fF/◦ C for the proposed design, and -2.43 fF/◦ C for the reference
design. This equates to temperature coefﬁcient of offsets (TCOs)
of -0.05 %/◦ C for the proposed type and -0.07 %/◦ C for the reference
type, as shown in Fig. 10b. The considerable drifts in initial capacitance is due to the high coefﬁcient of thermal expansion (CTE, 340
ppm/◦ C) of the employed polymer within the gaps of the capacitors. The expanding polymer ﬁll-in within the capacitor gaps during
thermal inﬂuences will enlarge the gap heights between sensing
electrodes which in turn lowers the initial capacitance. Measurements in Fig. 11 further show the thermal inﬂuences on the force
responses for both the proposed and reference designs. The results
indicate that the sensitivity will increase with the heater temperature. As the heater temperature increased from 25◦ C to 85◦ C, the
sensitivity of proposed design (in Fig. 11a) increased from 5.62 fF/N
to 7.74 fF/N, and the sensitivity of reference design (in Fig. 12b)
increased from 4.37 fF/N to 6.37 fF/N. As summarized in Fig. 11c,
the measured sensitivities show a 37 % and 45 % increase for the
proposed type and reference type across a 60◦ C span, so that the
temperature coefﬁcient of sensitivity (TCS) of the proposed and
reference designs are 0.63 %/◦ C and 0.75 %/◦ C respectively. The signiﬁcant TCSs for both types of tactile sensors should be noted for
employment in applications of varying operating or target temperature, as it may have a considerable effect on the force readings in
such environments.

nal from readout circuit and the load from force gauge are recorded.
Measurements in Fig. 9a depict typical force responses of the proposed (in red) and reference (in black) designs with 5 × 5 tactile
sensing array. Each measurement point was taken 0.5 N apart, and
the error bar represents the results from four measurements to
ensure repeatability. According to [18], the measurement range
was set at 15 N. Within the 15 N measurement range of the tactile loads, the sensitivities of the proposed and reference designs
are respectively 5.62 fF/N and 4.37 fF/N, with initial capacitances of
7.29 pF and 3.39 pF. Thus, the proposed design exhibits a near 1.3fold enhancement in sensitivity. Moreover, the nonlinearities for
both proposed and reference designs are less than 1 %. It should
be noted there exists discrepancies between the measured and
simulated results. The material models and constants used in the
simulation has a large impact on the results, and is the main reason for this discrepancy. Using a different set of material constants
(Mooney-Rivlin model with C10 = 0.031 MPa, C01 = 0 MPa, C11 =
0.027 MPa and bulk modulus = 962 MPa) measured in a different research [23], will result in signiﬁcantly different simulation
results, as shown in Fig. 9b, where the new set of material constant will lead to underestimation of the sensitivity performance
compared to the measurement results. The material constants used
for simulation results in Fig. 9b were determined from polymer
with thicknesses larger than 100 m though the curve ﬁtting of
experiments [21,23]. These curve ﬁtted constants may not be suited
to accurately represent the behavior of the sub-micrometer thick
polymer ﬁll-in employed in this research. Therefore, the hyperelastic model parameters may need further modiﬁcations for polymers
of different geometries in order to achieve more accurate simulation results. Nevertheless, an enhancement in sensitivity can be
observed in simulation with both sets of curve-ﬁtted hyperelastic
parameters, and further veriﬁed by measurement.

5. Conclusions
This study presents a tactile sensor featuring vertically stacked
structures which was demonstrated to show an enhancement in
sensitivity without sacriﬁcing footprint area. Also, the sensor was
discretized into an array to mitigate warpage problems arising
from thin ﬁlm residual stress. By employing a parallel conﬁguration for the sensing units in the array, the capacitance change signal
of every sensing unit, Cunit , can contribute to the overall signal
output. The designs of this study was possible due to the multilayers stacking and great electrical routing capability of the CMOS
platform. Sensing electrodes can be vertically integrated and electrically connected while maintaining the same device footprint. In
this study, PDMS polymer was employed as a polymer buffer above

4.3. Thermal inﬂuence
The effects of thermal inﬂuence were also characterized in this
study. As shown in Fig. 10a, the heater is added to the measurement
setup to provide a change in operating temperature. The measured
drift in initial capacitance over the span of 25◦ C to 85◦ C is -3.79
10
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Fig. 10. (a) The measurement setup for thermal inﬂuences on the tactile sensor,
and (b) measurement results of temperature effect on reference and proposed type
tactile sensor initial capacitances C0 .

with larger unit sizes showed more severe residual stress warpages
and even possible fabrication failures. Next, within the loading
range speciﬁcation of 0∼15 N, measurement results showed an
enhanced sensitivity of 5.61 fF/N for the proposed type sensor,
compared to a sensitivity of 4.37 fF/N for reference type. Lastly,
characterizations of the thermal inﬂuences for the two types of
tactile sensors were performed. Measurements indicated the proposed type sensor has a better TCO of −0.05 %/◦ C as compared with
the reference type sensor of −0.07 %/◦ C, which was contributed
by the three vertically integrated structures design. Moreover,
force response measurements under different temperatures within
25−85◦ C revealed TCSs of 0.63 %/◦ C and 0.75 %/◦ C respectively for
the proposed type and reference type tactile sensor. Due to the
employment of polymer in this study, signiﬁcant TCOs and TCSs
were measured for both types of sensors. In fact, the same problem
may happen to other tactile sensors consisted of polymer layers or
ﬁll-in. As such, for future real applications, the thermal inﬂuences
on the employed polymers and its effect on performance should be
carefully taken into account.

Fig. 9. (a) Measurement results for the force response of proposed and reference
type tactile sensors, and (b) the comparisons of simulation results with different
hyperelastic material constants with the measured results.
*Simulation-1 results with material constants from [21].
**Simulation-2 results with material constants from [23].

the sensor and as polymer ﬁll-ins between the gaps of the vertically integrated structures for force transmission. Employment of
the polymer buffer effectively loads force onto the sensor, and the
polymer ﬁll-in enables simultaneous deformation of the released
structures. The simultaneous deformation results in a larger capacitance change output due to the summing of signals from vertically
integrated sensing pairs. Proposed type sensor array conﬁgurations
with different sensing unit sizes were investigated in the measurement results. Warpage measurements for different conﬁgurations
showed an effective inhibition of residual stress warpage by reducing the size of the discretized sensing unit. The array conﬁgurations
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